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copper tube cutters

We asked plumbers: What do you want from a tube cutter? 

The most common request was to come up with a design that was easier to grip, plus a 
cutter that doesn’t require super strength to get the cut started! 

We took onboard your feedback and began looking very hard at the internal geometry of the 
cutter together with the cutting edge of the wheel. Choosing the right combination allowed 
us to decrease wheel/roller loading which extends the life of the cutting wheel. The end 
result is a cutter that effects a precise, burr free cut that is easy to use with an all round 
superior performance. ”

Fast, clean cuts leave pipe virtually burr free

Self adjusting and self locking

Unique anti-slip grip

Spare cutting wheels available separately



NT2028

Copper 
Tube Cutter 

28mm

NT2015

Copper 
Tube Cutter 

15mm

NT2022

Copper 
Tube Cutter 

22mm

Spare wheel 
code:

NT047158P

CO
PP

ER TUBES
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copper tube cutters



ratchet action copper tube cutters

This unique tube cutter operates 
by allowing the internal cutting 
head mechanism to rotate within 
its hard composite shell. 

It sits comfortably in the palm 
of your hand and its ergonmic 
shaped casting combines 
maximum functionality with 
minimal grip.

Its handy design means it can 
easily be stripped down for 
routine oiling and maintenance. 
As with all cutters, we highly 
recommend that you avoid cutting 
pipes that are coated in paint or 
flux. ”

The Ratchet Action Copper Tube Cutters have an automatic action 

that allows for constant hand grip on the tool whilst cutting . Fast, 

clean cuts. Easy to replace cutting wheels. Ergonomic design and 

smooth operation limiting risk of hand fatigue. Patented design.



NT3015

Ratchet Action 
Copper Tube Cutter 

15mm

NT3022

Ratchet Action 
Copper Tube Cutter

22mm

Spare wheel 
code:

NT453015

CO
PP

ER TUBES
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ratchet action copper tube cutters



 adjustable ratchet action copper / inox /   plastic / multilayer tube cutters

The internal cutting mechanism rotates independently from body  

making it ideal for working in confined spaces.

The ergonomic handle is designed for single hand operation and 

requires low effort to operate. Built in foldable reamer for removing 

burrs (NT4023 & NT4035 only). Patented design.

When asked: “How do you cut 
pipes that are difficult to access 
or close to a wall?”... 9/10 
plumbers said they use a pipe 
cutter and a pair of grips. 

Never again thanks to our 
Adjustable Ratchet Action 
Tube Cutters. 

They come complete with a 
wheel for cutting copper tubing. 
A hardened wheel specially 
designed to cut stainless steel 
tubing is available and can 
be purchased separately. In 
addition to this we now offer an 
increased diameter wheel made 
to cut plastic and multilayer 
tubes (NT4067 only).”



NT4035

Adjustable Ratchet Action 

Copper /Inox Tube Cutter  
12-35mm

NT4023

Adjustable Ratchet Action 

Copper /Inox Tube Cutter  
6-23mm

NT4067

Adjustable Ratchet Action 

Copper/ Inox/ Plastic/ 

Multilayer Tube Cutter  
35-67mm

Spare wheel 
code:

NT624818

CO
PP

ER TUBES

Spare wheel 
code:

NT624819

IN
OX

 S
/S TUBES

Spare wheel 
code:

NT624825P

PL
AS

 / M
ULTILAYER TUBES

N/A for 
NT4023
NT4028
NT4035

NT4028

Adjustable Ratchet Action 

Copper /Inox Tube Cutter  
8-28mm
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 adjustable ratchet action copper / inox /   plastic / multilayer tube cutters



‘raptor’ plastic and multilayer tube         cutters

Indirect cutting mechanism cuts with precise, minimal effort.

ICS (Instant Change System) - no tools required to replace blade.

Cushion comfort rubber grip  (NT5042, NT5050, NT5063 only)

Blades ‘park’ within cutting head to prevent injury or blade damage.

Our market leading Raptor 
cutters are made from 
magnesium alloy, providing 
exceptional strength without 
the excessive weight. 

These ultra precise cutters can slice 
through a pipe with minimal effort and no 
snagging. Their stainless steel blades are 
TEFLON®  coated and are engineered 
by the reknowned Solingen Blade Co, in 
Germany. 

The blades are simple and easy to change 
taking an average time of only 8-10 
seconds to replace, thanks to the built-in 
‘ICS’ feature! ”



NT5026

‘Raptor’ Plastic and 

Multilayer Tube Cutter  
26mm

Spare blade code: 
NT5005-1

NT5042

‘Raptor’ Ratchet Action Plastic 

& Multilayer Tube Cutter  
42mm

Spare blade code: 
NT5002-1

NT5050

‘Raptor’ Ratchet Action Plastic 

& Multilayer Tube Cutter  
50mm

Spare blade code: 
NT5003-1

NT5035

‘Raptor’ Plastic and 

Multilayer Tube Cutter 
35mm

Spare blade code: 
NT5001-1

NT5063

‘Raptor’ Ratchet Action Plastic 

& Multilayer Tube Cutter  
63mm

Spare blade code: 
NT5004-1

MADE INSPAIN

2 Year Guarantee - Conditions apply 10

‘raptor’ plastic and multilayer tube         cutters



adjustable copper / inox / aluminium / plas  /  multilayer tube cutter

All our adjustable Copper / Inox / Plastic / Multilayer /

Aluminium Tube Cutters include our ICS (instant change system) 

- No tool required to replace a cutting wheel! 

All models include a spare wheel contained within the handle.



Spare wheel 
code:

NT6001-1

CO
PP

ER TUBES

Spare wheel 
code:

NT6001-3

IN
OX

 S
/S TUBES

Our smallest (3-30mm) Adjustable Tube Cutter has two hardened rollers which 
securely grip the tube and give a fast, clean cut. 

It features a spare cutting wheel, stored within the adjustment handle and its ICS 
(instant change system) allows you to replace the cutting wheel without any tools. The 
compact design makes it feel comfortable in the palm and easy to use. ”

MADE IN

SPAIN

NT4230

Adjustable 

Copper / Inox

Tube Cutter 

3-30mm

125 Year Guarantee - Conditions apply

adjustable copper / inox / aluminium / plas  /  multilayer tube cutter



adjustable copper / inox / aluminium  / plas /  multilayer  tube cutter

Spare wheel 
code:

NT6007-1

PL
AS

/M

UL TUBES

Spare wheel 
code:

NT6001-1

CO
PP

ER TUBES

Spare wheel 
code:

NT6001-3

IN
OX

 S
/S TUBES

Our medium sized (3-35mm and 
3-45mm) Adjustable Tube Cutters 
each have four hardened rollers for 
secure, clean tube cutting. They have 
a built in professional ‘Noga’ reamer, 
allowing for left or right hand use. The 
telescopic adjustment is designed to 
be both smooth and precise. Includes 
a spare cutting wheel stored within the 
handle. ”

NT4245

Adjustable Copper/ 

Inox/ Aluminium/ Plastic/ 

Multilayer Tube Cutter 

3-45mm

NT4235

Adjustable Copper/ 

Inox/ Aluminium/ Plastic/ 

Multilayer Tube Cutter  

3-35mm

5 Year Guarantee - Conditions apply



5 Year Guarantee - Conditions apply

NT4267

Adjustable Copper/ 

Inox/ Aluminium/ Plastic/ 

Multilayer Tube Cutter 

6-67mm

Spare wheel 
code:

NT6017-1

PL
AS

/M

UL TUBES

Spare wheel 
code:

NT6005-1

CO
PP

ER TUBES

Spare wheel 
code:

NT6005-3

IN
OX

 S
/S TUBES

Our larger sized (6-67mm) Adjustable Tube Cutter has four hardened 
rollers for secure and clean tube cutting. They have a quick release 
system for lightning fast adjustment. Plastic / Multilayer and Inox 
cutting wheels can be purchased separately. ”

MADE IN

SPAIN
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adjustable copper / inox / aluminium  / plas /  multilayer  tube cutter



adjustable copper / inox / aluminium  / plas /  multilayer  tube cutter

NT4276

Adjustable Copper/ 

Inox/ Aluminium/ Plastic/ 

Multilayer Tube Cutter 

6-76mm

Spare wheel 
code:

NT6017-1

PL
AS

/M

UL TUBES

Spare wheel 
code:

NT6005-1

CO
PP

ER TUBES

Spare wheel 
code:

NT6005-3

IN
OX

 S
/S TUBES

Our largest sized Tube Cutter comes complete with a built in ‘Noga’ reamer. 
Its huge cutting width of 76mm and its four hardened steel rollers make it 
the preferred choice of commercial engineers. The rapid adjustment feature 
makes it a breeze to alter the diameter setting. Comes complete with a spare 
wheel in the handle. ”

5 Year Guarantee - Conditions apply



The ‘Noga’ reamer can be used 
as either in the cutter body or 
can be totally removed and 
used separately. This feature 
is particuarly useful when de-
burring pipework that is already
in situ.”

16

adjustable copper / inox / aluminium  / plas /  multilayer  tube cutter



corrugated stainless steel tube cutter

Our Corrugated Stainless Steel Tube 
Cutter is equipped with upper and lower 
rollers that are constructed from a material 
that will not damage either the tube or the 
tube coating. 

Spare wheel 
code:

NTCSST1-1

IN
OX

 S
/S TUBES

The unique roller configuration guarantees 
that both ends of the tube are held firmly until 
the cut is complete. This ensures that no ‘tags’ 
remain on the mating surface of the pipe prior to 
assembly.

Its yellow “ochre” handle denotes that this cutter 
is designed for use within the gas industry. 
Comes with a spare wheel within the handle. 
Also capable of cutting solar heating pipework.”

NTCSST1

Corrugated Stainless 

Steel Tube Cutter 

Cuts Sizes:

DN12, DN15, DN22, 

DN28 & DN32

AVAILABLE APRIL 2015



corrugated stainless steel tube cutter olive cutters

NTOLV15

Olive Cutters  

15mm

Our high quality Olive Cutters are 
incredibly easy to use, thanks to their 
parallel twin cutting blades. They are 
the fastest and easiest way to remove 
brass and copper olives. Leaves the pipe 
virtually unblemished and ready for the 
next fitting. ”

MADE INthe UK

NTOLV22

Olive Cutters  

22mm

18



drain pipe cutting & chamfering tool

For the drainage engineers amongst you, our 
Drain and Soil Pipe Cutting and Chamfering 
tool will be a welcome addition to your arsenal. 
Combining two operations: it firstly cuts the pipe 
and secondly, chamfers its end. Never again will 
you have to worry about dislodging an “O” ring 
during installation! ”

Can be used freehand, attached to a vice or clamp. Rugged design with 

replaceable heavy duty cutting blades. Tool automatically clamps to pipe 

to prevent movement during cutting/chamfering.

NTDPCCT2

Drain Pipe Cutter  

160mm

NTDPCCT1

Drain Pipe Cutter  

110mm



Inserts (as seen 

above) available

separately

Our cutters are available in two frame 
sizes. Each have additional inserts 
available seperately to allow a vast 
array of different sized pipework to be 
cut. The inserts come in two halves 
and securely clip into both parts of 
the outer frame. Details on request.”

20

drain pipe cutting & chamfering tool



max tc tube cutters

Our range of steel frame Max TC Tube Cutters are designed for use with 
larger tube sizes. The handle incorporates a sprung-loaded system that 
improves the cut and increases the life of the cutting wheels.

They include an ICS (Instant Change System) meaning the cutting wheels 
can be easily changed, with no tools required. For increased cutting 
performance, these Tube Cutters can be assembled with three cutting 
wheels.”



22

NT4601
Max TC Tube Cutter

Max tube wall thickness: 5.5mm

Tube diameter: 10-42mm

Spare blade code: 
NT4601-1

NT4603
Max TC Tube Cutter

Max tube wall thickness: 7mm

Tube diameter: 10-60mm

Spare blade code: 
NT4603-1

NT4605
Max TC Tube Cutter

Max tube wall thickness: 10mm

Tube diameter: 60-114mm

Spare blade code: 
NT4605-1

max tc tube cutters



spare cutting wheels

TUBE TYPE FOR MODELS CODE

Copper NT3015, 3022 NT453015

Copper NT4023, 4028, 4035, 4067 NT624818

Inox NT4023, 4028, 4035, 4067 NT624819

Plas / Multilayer NT4067 NT624825P

RATCHET ACTION TUBE CUTTERS

TUBE TYPE FOR MODELS CODE

Copper NT2015, 2022, 2028 NT047158P

COPPER TUBE CUTTERS

TUBE TYPE FOR MODELS CODE

Copper NT4230, NT4235, NT4245 NT6001-1

Copper NT4267 NT6005-1

Inox NT4230, NT4235, NT4245 NT6001-3

Inox NT4267, NT4276 NT6005-3

Plas / Multilayer NT4235, NT4245 NT6007-1

Plas / Multilayer NT4267, NT4276 NT6017-1

ADJUSTABLE TUBE CUTTERS

COPPER TUBES

INOX TUBES 

PLASTIC / MULTILAYER TUBES

ALWAYS USE GENUINE NERRAD SPARES



spare raptor blades

TYPE FOR MODEL CODE

Teflon Spare Blade NT5026 NT5005-1

Teflon Spare Blade NT5035 NT5001-1

Teflon Spare Blade NT5042 NT5002-1

Teflon Spare Blade NT5050 NT5003-1

Teflon Spare Blade NT5063 NT5004-1

RAPTOR PLASTIC AND MULTI-LAYER TUBE CUTTERS

ALWAYS USE GENUINE NERRAD SPARES

spare cutting wheels
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superwide nerrad adjustable wrenches

CRV construction with ErgoTop™ rubber grip.

Precision ground jaws. Available in 6” and 8” length. Both sizes can be 

purchased with either standard jaw or Xtra slim jaw configuration.

xtra slim and standard jaw

Precision parallel 
jaw surface

Slimmer jaws for 
greater accessibility

Non-protruding 
jaw shank

Double security 
pin - will not come 

loose

No plumber’s tool kit is complete without a set of our precision engineered 
adjustable wrenches. The jaw surfaces are machined flat and are perfectly 
parallel, ensuring no slippage takes place even when subjecting the wrench to 
extreme loading. The two component rubber grip gives maximum user comfort 
at all times.”

MADE IN

SPAIN

ErgoTop™ grip



NTSWO6XS
Adjustable Superwide 

Opening Wrench 

XTRA SLIM  6”

Max jaw width: 34mm

STANDARD

XTRA SLIM

NTSWO8XS
Adjustable Superwide 

Opening Wrench 

XTRA SLIM  8”

Max jaw width: 39mm

NTSWO8
Adjustable Superwide 

Opening Wrench 8”

Max jaw width: 39mm

265 Year Guarantee - Conditions apply

NTSWO6
Adjustable Superwide 

Opening Wrench 6”

Max jaw width: 34mm

superwide nerrad adjustable wrenches



superwide adjustable wrench

Our medium duty Superwide Adjustable 
Wrenches are manufactured from AD12 
aluminium, making them light weight yet 
durable. Its adjustable 68mm wide jaw is 
designed for: siphon nuts, drop valve nuts 
and waste fitting nuts. ”

MADE IN

JAPAN
NTMW68A

Superwide (Medium Duty)

Adjustable Wrench 

Length: 8” 

Max jaw width: 68mm

NOTE: THIS WRENCH MUST NOT BE 
STRUCK OR USED IN CONJUNTION 
WITH AN EXTENSION BAR TO INCREASE 
LEVERAGE.



mini adjustable wrench

NTSWOMINI

Mini Adjustable Wrench  

Length: 4”

Max jaw width: 18mm

Our precision engineered Adjustable Mini Wrench is designed for working in 
tight spaces and has the largest jaw width in its class. Made from CRV steel, our 
little wrench may be small - but it certainly means business! Ideal for use on drain 
valves and internal boiler fittings. ”

28



multi-angle wrench

Our versatile Multi-angle Wrenches 
are manufactured from CRV with a 
lightweight aluminium handle.

Its adjustable handle and jaw is designed 
for working around difficult corners and 
features 10 lockable angle postitions.”

NTMAW10

Multi-Angle 

Wrench  

Handle: 10”

Jaw width: 53mm

5 Year Guarantee - Conditions apply



adjustable ratchet action wrench

Our Adjustable Ratchet Action 
Wrench has a slim jaw design 
coupled with extra wide 36mm 
jaw width.  It has a unique ratchet 
action and its ergonomic anti-slip 
handle gives a comfortable hand 
grip.”

MADE IN

JAPAN

NTMWR36

Adjustable Ratchet 

Action Wrench  

Handle: 10”

Jaw width: 0-36mm

30



self-locking heavy duty hawk wrenches

Powerful triple point grip.

Self-locking jaws, no size adjustment necessary.

Spring loaded jaws enable a fast, positive ratchet action.

High strength, CRV steel jaws prevent slippage.

Our  Self-Locking Hawk Wrenches have an 
immense jaw grip thanks to their ‘Three points of 
contact’ configuration. 

We offer the full range of cast iron and aluminium 
models. Because of the spring loaded jaws, 
these wrenches actually incorporate a ratchet 
mechanism, allowing you to leave the tool on the 
pipe whilst loosening/tightening. ”



NT6010
Handle: 10” 

Jaw width:

34mm

NT6014
Handle: 14” 

Jaw width:

49mm

NT6018
Handle: 18” 

Jaw width:

60mm

Self-locking Cast Iron

Hawk Wrenches

NT6118
Handle: 18”

Jaw width:

60mm

NT6114
Handle: 14”

Jaw width:

49mm

NT6110
Handle: 10”

Jaw width:

34mm

Self-locking Aluminium

Hawk Wrenches

CAST IRON ALUMINIUM

3210 Year Guarantee - Conditions apply

self-locking heavy duty hawk wrenches



vipergrip pump pliers

ViperGrip Pump Pliers are available in 3 sizes: 7” 10” & 12”.

Slim jaw design with push button adjustment.

Perfect for working in and around boilers, pump valves, nuts and 

unions in awkward positions.

NTVPRG300

ViperGrip Pump Pliers

Length: 12”

Max jaw width: 75mm

NTVPRG240

ViperGrip Pump Pliers

Length: 10”

Max jaw width: 55mm

NTVPRG180

ViperGrip Pump Pliers

Length: 7”

Max jaw width: 43mm

NTVPRG3SET

ViperGrip Pump Pliers

Set of 3

We asked fellow plumbers: What 
could we do with our Pump Pliers to 
make your life that little bit easier? 

Although there wasn’t much to 
improve, the one request was for an 
adjustment that would never slip. ”



2 Year Guarantee - Conditions apply

As a result, we came up with a ‘push button’ design which allows for precise, fine 
increments. We’re pleased with them and believe that you will be too.”

34

vipergrip pump pliers



variable bilateral wrenches

Available in 3 sizes, 8” 10” & 12”

Can be used on anything from seized rusty nuts to gold plated 

fittings, without fear of damaging them.

Jaws are consistently parallel in every adjustment position.

designed to grip, not scratch!

Our Variable Bilateral Wrenches (VBW’s) 
are possibly our flagship tool. They are 
without doubt one of the most innovative 
products to ever hit the plumbing market 
making them an absolute must for all 
engineers.”



NTVBW310
Variable Bilateral Wrench  

Length: 10”
Max jaw width: 46mm

NTVBW305
Variable Bilateral Wrench  

Length: 8”
Max jaw width: 36mm

MADE IN

GERMANY

NTVBW315
Variable Bilateral Wrench  

Length: 12”
Max jaw width: 60mm

Their immense grip is provided by a 10:1 force ratio from 
the handles to the jaws giving the user 100% confidence 
when using this tool. In addition, they incorporate a 
‘ratchet’ type action allowing you to release the handles 
slightly on the return stroke without removing the jaws 
from the fitting.

365 Year Guarantee - Conditions apply

variable bilateral wrenches



immersion wrench

NTIMMW

Immersion

Wrench

Our solid cast Immersion Wrenches are designed to be struck to shock the heating 
elements loose from a cylinder. Care must be taken though to not damage the cylinder 
neck. But you guys already know that! ”

MADE INthe UK

Lifetime Guarantee



immersion wrench basin wrench-claw type

NTBSNWRH

Basin Wrench-Claw Type

Jaw sizes: ½” and ¾”

Our Basin Wrench-Claw Type has 2 ultra thin sized jaws, 

enabling quick access to awkward backnuts and tap swivels.

Should you ever come across one of those old 
corner basins that require a tap change, then 
the only tool able to reach the backnuts/tap 
swivels is this Basin Wrench. 

An essential piece of plumber’s kit! ”

MADE INthe UK
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firejet blow torch

NTFJ500 / NTFJ500R
Nerrad FIREJET

Blow Torch



What can we say about our new FIREJET Blowtorch other than... 
WOW! We’ve improved upon a classic design to include some all 
important features and enhance it’s usability...

Secondly, no matter how careful you 
are, sometimes accidents do happen!  
The common one is to finish soldering, 
extinguish the flame and put the gas/
torch back on the carpet…only to turn 
round and knock it over! No matter how 
quickly you realise and stand the bottle 
back up, it’s too late and you’ve charred 
the customers carpet. Therefore, we’ve 
engineered our nozzles to not get too hot, 
thus avoiding this potentially unpleasant 
and costly mistake.

Finally let’s talk gas bottle connections. 
Of course our torches will fit the industry 
standard CGA600 bottles but we’ve 
gone one step further. To accomodate 
environmentally friendly refillable bottles, 
our Blow Torch works with refillable 
cylinders. We could have simply offered 
an adaptor but come on guys...would you 
adapt a gas valve from one make of boiler 
to fit another by using adaptors? We rest 
our case.”

First of all, we’ve added a nozzle that can be stripped down to give instant access to the 
diffuser. Should you be unfortunate enough to drip solder or flux onto it, there’s almost no 
down time as it can removed, cleaned and re-assembled. However, should the diffuser be 
uncleanable then a new one can be purchased separately.

40



firejet blow torch

MAPP

CGA 600 

Disposable

Gas Cylinders

NTFJ500

FIREJET Blow Torch 

for Disposable 

Gas Cylinders

PROPANE

CGA 600

Disposable

Gas Cylinders

PROPANE

Primus

Re-fillable

Gas Cylinders

NTFJ500R

FIREJET Blow Torch 

for Re-fillable

Gas Cylinders



heat stop

NTHSCOMP

Heat Stop Compound

340g

Our phenomenal Heat Stop compound creates a thermal barrier, preventing transfer of heat 
along metallic pipes. It allows you to solder without fear of heat creeping along the pipe, 
causing possible damage to plastic fittings (A), or accidentally thawing ice plugs on frozen 
pipework (B). 

Simply remove the compound from the pot and carefully mould around the circumference of 
the pipe. Position the compound between the heat source and the section of the pipe/fitting 
you want to protect from residual heat. Then solder away. It’s non-toxic and can be used over 
and over again.”

A B

MADE INthe USA
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burn mats

MAPP

Our flexible surround barriers 
(Burn Mats) are available for 
both MAPP and Propane gas 
use. 

Their cut-out design allows 
them to be easily wrapped 
around a pipe, providing heat 
protection to surrounding 
surfaces. 

Please ensure that you choose 
the correct type of mat and 
avoid using MAPP gas on a 
propane type burn mat. ”

NTSBMAPP
Burn Protection

Surround Barrier

MAPP 12”



PROPANE

NTSB2
Burn Protection

Surround Barrier

PROPANE 12”

NTSB1
Burn Protection

Surround Barrier

PROPANE 10”

NTSBMICRO
Burn Protection

Surround Barrier

PROPANE 6”

MADE IN

the UK

44



drain buddy

NTDB150

Drain Assembly Tool

“Drain Buddy”

150mm (6”)

NTDB100

Drain Assembly Tool

“Drain Buddy”

100mm (4”) MADE INJAPAN

Available in 100mm (4”) and 150mm (6”).

Constructed from corrosion resistant steel.

Non-slip rubber handle.



Here’s a tool you don’t see 
everyday, our labour saving Drain 
Buddies! Designed to take the 
stress and strain out of joining 
drain pipes and fittings together, 
especially within trenches. 

It works by harnessing the 
leverage placed on the handle 
and cleverly multiplies it through a 
series of strategically placed pivot 
points.”

46Lifetime Guarantee



pipe bending machine

NTTB152228
Pipe Bending Machine

Our new Pipe Bending Machine is 
the only way for you to bend large 
diameter pipes. Perfect on site and 
easy to set up and dismantle. ”

MADE INUK



15mm
Former and Guide

22mm
Former and Guide

28mm
Former and Guide

Folds down into an  
easily transportable 
size. Guides clip 
onto the frame 
and steel pins 
prevent frame from 
unlocking whilst in 
transit. ”

35mm
Former and Guide

AVAILABLE SEPARATELY

48



tube bender & carry bag

MADE INUK

Our quality Tube Benders are the perfect addition to any plumbers kit. 
They allow you to quickly and easily bend tubes on the go. Guides and 
formers are fully machined and not cast. Proudly made in the UK, this 
reliable tool yields a ripple free bend every time.”

NTTB22G

Tube Bender Spare Guide

22mm

NTTB15G

Tube Bender Spare Guide

15mm

NTTB1522

Tube Bender

15mm and 22mm



NTTB1522B
Tube Bender

15mm and 22mm
with Carry Bag

(Tube Cutters NOT included)

NTTBBAG
Tube Bender

Carry Bag

Our smart Tube Bender Bag is designed with the organised engineer in 
mind. Constructed from heavy duty materials it not only holds our Tube 
Bender, but has additional internal pockets for storing the Bender guides 
as well as other tools and sundries. Comes complete with shoulder strap.”

50

tube bender & carry bag



mini tube bender

NTTBMINI

Mini Tube Bender

Bends Pipe Sizes: 
3/ 8 , 1/ 4 , 3/ 16  +  5/ 16

Our awesome Mini Tube Benders 
have a revolutionary sliding guide bed. 
Designed to easily bend small bore 
copper tubes in confined spaces. The 
forward facing guide and formers are a 
unique feature of this compact tool.”

2 Year Guarantee - Conditions apply



versa-funnel

Our unique Versa-Funnel is formable into virtually any shape to suit numerous 
applications. Helps contain those nuisance drips when working on: radiators, draining 
cylinders and is especially useful to boiler engineers for catching or diverting water 
away from PCB’s... preventing a costly mistake.

Manufactured from flexible aluminium and covered with high grade nitrile rubber, this 
product is for use with virtually all liquids including oils and can withstand extreme 
water temperatures. ”

NTVSF1

Versa-Funnel
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HOLDS UP TO 75
 PSI

WATER PRESSURE

Our “Jet Swet” Water-Flow Prevention Device is designed to 
temporarily isolate the flow of water in pipes to allow you to work on 
the removal, refitting or soldering of valves or fittings.

They can can hold up to 75 PSI of pressure allowing heavy duty work 
to be carried out. You can stem the flow from a tank downservice 
whilst removing/replacing the gate valves. Or in central heating, you 
can temporarily isolate the feed and expansion downservice pipe.

Jet Swet’s come in sizes from: 15-150mm. The 15mm, 22mm and 
28mm’s are stock items, but larger sizes are available to order. ”

jet swet  -  water flow prevention     device

MADE INTHE USA



NTJS28

Jet Swet Tool

28mm

Replacement Gaskets:

NTJS15RG - 15mm

NTJS22RG - 22mm

NTJS28RG - 28mm

NTJS1522

2 x Jet Swet Tools

15mm + 22mm
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HOLDS UP TO 75
 PSI

WATER PRESSURE

2 Year Guarantee - Conditions apply

jet swet  -  water flow prevention     device



pow-r wrap repair system

“Pow-R Wrap” is an industrial 
strength, permanent and 
economical repair kit. It is effective 
on virtually every kind of pipe 
(including fluid bearing pipes). It’s 
an easy alternative to traditional 
methods such as: cementing, 
soldering, welding, sleeving and 
replacement. Works on wet, dry, 
clean, dirty or corroded pipes - 
even under water!”

NOTE: Pow-R Wraps can also be used on pipes conveying gas but are NOT for 
use with natural gas or LPG due to current regulations.

Simple to apply: 
Just relieve pressure from the pipe and wet 
bandage for 30 seconds whilst still in the 
foil pouch. Then remove from the pouch 
and wrap over the leak in the pipe, moving 
in ONE direction only. 

Leave to dry for approximately 30 minutes 
to effect a permanent repair. Be sure to 
wear the enclosed gloves at all times when 
carrying out the repair.



NTPW260
Pow-R Wrap 

Repair System

(Bandage Size: 2”x60”)

For Pipes: 1-2”

NTPW3108
Pow-R Wrap

Repair System

(Bandage Size: 3”x108”)

For Pipes: 2-4”

NTPW4180
Pow-R Wrap

Repair System

(Bandage Size: 4”x180”)

For Pipes: 4-6”

Extra sizes available: NTPW4360 (for pipes: 6-8”) and NTPW872 (for extra wide pipes).
NOTE: Custom made sizes available on request.

MADE INthe USA
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pow-r wrap repair system



hacksaw

Our premium, high tension Hacksaw is designed for use by 
professionals. Quick and easy to change the blade. Comes with 
a 24TPI blade. Tension adjustment within the handle. Nose of the 
saw is specifically weighted to help the user achieve perfect cuts 
everytime. ”

NTHS300

High Tension Hacksaw

300mm

MADE IN

FRANCE



plumber’s level

NTPLVL1

Aluminium Torpedo

Plumber’s Level

Five planes of measuring: 30°, 45° and 90° - horizontal & vertical, plus 

a bullseye level. Adjustable strap allows for ‘hands free’ use on 

non-magnetic surfaces, even plastic pipes.

Replaceable spare vials available separately (codes on request).

Lifetime Guarantee - Conditions Apply.

Our Plumber’s Level is expertly machined from a single piece of high 
grade aluminium, making it hard-wearing and reliable. It comes fitted with 
4 extra strong, oversized earth magnets for use on magnetic surfaces.”
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utility knife

NTULT1

Retractable Utility

Knife

Our Retractable Utility Knife is a premium tool with easy opening. The interior has a 
magnet which holds the blade in place and the internal blade container can store up to 
10 spare blades. 

Its sprung loaded ball bearings press on the side of the blade ensuring there is no 
movement whilst cutting. The tool comes complete with a safety case which can clip 
onto a belt and 2 x spare blades. ”

MADE IN

SPAIN



2 Year Guarantee - Conditions apply

Magnet prevents 
blades from falling 

out whilst being 
replaced

Inner case
holds up to 10 

blades
(2 included)

Sprung loaded ball 
bearings prevent 
sideways blade 

movement
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manometer

NTUG30

U-Guage

Manometer

30mb

MADE IN

the UK

The classic Nerrad U-Gauge Manometer

measures gas pressure up to 30mb.

Sturdy plastic case.



‘big gulp’ suction gun

Solid ABS construction with brass fittings. Tube has a capacity of 

0.6L. Includes flexible hose and a detachable brass ‘bell’ to enable 

entry into small diameter pipework. This tool will prove to be worth it’s 

weight in gold.

AVAILABLEMAY 2015

Sucks out the annoying dregs from 
WC cisterns, catchment bowls, 
tanks, pipes and cylinders.....in fact 
anything at all that needs draining 
out!!”

‘Big Gulp’ 
Suction Gun
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Adjustable Mini Wrench 28

Adjustable Ratchet Action Tube Cutters 7, 8

Adjustable Ratchet Action Wrench 30

Adjustable Superwide Nerrad Wrenches - Standard & Xtra Slim 25, 26

Adjustable Superwide Wrench 68mm 27

Adjustable Tube Cutters 11 - 16

Basin Wrench Claw Type 38

Benders - Tube Benders 47-51

Blow Torch - FIREJET 39, 40, 41

Burn Mats - Protection Surround Barriers 43, 44

Big Gulp - Suction Gun 62

Claw Type - Basin Wrench 38

Copper Tube Cutters 3, 4

Corrugated Stainless Steel Tube Cutters 17

Drain Assembly Tool (Drain Buddy) 45, 46

‘Drain Buddy’ 45, 46

Drain & Soil Pipe Cutters 19, 20

FIREJET Nerrad Blow Torch 39, 40, 41

Floor Bender (Pipe Bending Machine) 47, 48

Funnel - Versa 52

Hacksaw 300mm 57

Hawk Wrenches - Self-locking Iron/Aluminium 31, 32

Heat Stop Compound 340g 42

Immersion Wrench 37

Jet Swet Tools 53, 54

Knife - Retractable Utility Knife 59, 60

Manometer - U-Guage 61

MAPP Burn Mats 43

Max TC Tube Cutters 21, 22

Mini (Adjustable) Wrench 28

Mini Tube Bender 51

Multi-Angle Wrench 29
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Olive Cutters 18

Pipe Bending Machine 47, 48

Plastic & Multilayer Tube Cutters - Raptors 9, 10

Plumber’s (Torpedo) Level 58

Pow-R Wrap - Repair Bandage 55. 56

Propane Burn Mats 44

Protection Surround Barriers - Burn Mats 43, 44

Pump Pliers - ViperGrips 33, 34

Raptors - Plastic & Multilayer Tube Cutters 9, 10

Ratchet Action Copper Tube Cutters 5, 6

Repair Bandage - Pow-R Wraps 55.56

Retractable Utility Knife 59, 60

Self-locking Iron/Aluminium Hawk Wrenches 31, 32

Soil (& Drain) Pipe Cutters 19, 20

Spare Cutting Wheels 23

Spare Raptor Blades 24

Stainless Steel (Corrugated) Tube Cutters 17

Suction Gun - Big Gulp 62

Superwide Adjustable Wrench 68mm 27

Superwide Nerrad Adjustable Wrenches - Standard & Xtra Slim 25, 26

Torpedo - Plumber’s Level 58

Tube Benders (& Guides) 49

Tube Bender Carry Bag 50

Tube Cutters 3-22

U-Guage - Manometer 61

Utility Knife 59, 60

Variable Bilateral Wrenches 35, 36

Versa-Funnel 52

ViperGrip Pump Pliers 33, 34

Water Flow Prevention Device - Jet Swets 53, 54

Wide Jaw Light Duty Aluminium (Superwide) Wrench 68mm 27

Wrenches 25-38
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NT2015 Copper Tube Cutter 15mm 3, 4

NT2022 Copper Tube Cutter 22mm 3, 4

NT2028 Copper Tube Cutter 28mm 3, 4

NT047158P Spare Cutting Wheel for: NT2015, NT2022, NT2028 3, 4, 23

NT3015 Ratchet Action Copper Tube Cutters 15mm 5, 6 

NT3022 Ratchet Action Copper Tube Cutters 22mm 5, 6

NT4023 Adjustable Ratchet Action Copper /Inox Tube Cutter  6-23mm 7, 8

NT4028 Adjustable Ratchet Action Copper /Inox Tube Cutter  8-28mm 7, 8

NT4035 Adjustable Ratchet Action Copper /Inox Tube Cutter  12-35mm 7, 8

NT4067 Adjustable Ratchet Action Copper/ Inox/ Plastic/ Multilayer Tube Cutter  35-67mm 7, 8

NT624818 Spare Cutting Wheel (Copper) for: NT4023, NT4028, NT4035, NT4067 7, 8, 23

NT624819 Spare Cutting Wheel (Inox/ Stainless Steel) for: NT4023, NT4028, NT4035, NT4067 7, 8, 23

NT624825P Spare Cutting Wheel (Plastic/ Multilayer) for NT4067 7, 8, 23

NT453015 Spare Cutting Wheel for: NT3015 and NT3022 5, 6, 23

NT4230 Adjustable Copper / Inox Tube Cutter 3-30mm 12

NT4235 Adjustable Copper/ Inox/ Aluminium/ Plastic/ Multilayer Tube Cutter  3-35mm 13

NT4245 Adjustable Copper/ Inox/ Aluminium/ Plastic/ Multilayer Tube Cutter  3-45mm 13

NT4267 Adjustable Copper/ Inox/ Aluminium/ Plastic/ Multilayer Tube Cutter 6-67mm 14

NT4276 Adjustable Copper/ Inox/ Aluminium/ Plastic/ Multilayer Tube Cutter 6-76mm 15, 16, 23

NTCSST1 Corrugated Steel Tube Cutters 17

NT6001-1 Spare Cutting Wheel (Copper) for: NT4230, NT4235, NT4245 12, 13, 23

NT6005-1 Spare Cutting Wheel (Copper) for: NT4267 14, 15, 23

NT6001-3 Spare Cutting Wheel (Inox/ Stainless Steel) for: NT4230, NT4235, NT4245 12, 13, 23

NT6005-3 Spare Cutting Wheel (Inox/ Stainless Steel) for: NT4267, NT4276 14, 15, 23

NT6007-1 Spare Cutting Wheel (Plastic/ Multilayer) for: NT4235, NT4245 13, 23

NT6017-1 Spare Cutting Wheel (Plastic/ Multilayer) for: NT4267, NT4276 15, 23

NTCSST1-1 Spare Cutting Wheel for: NTCSST1 17

NT4601 Max TC Tube Cutter   Max Tube Wall Thickness: 5.5mm / Tube Diameter: 10-42mm 21, 22

NT4603 Max TC Tube Cutter   Max Tube Wall Thickness:   7mm / Tube Diameter: 10-60mm 21, 22

NT4605 Max TC Tube Cutter   Max Tube Wall Thickness: 10mm / Tube Diameter: 60-114mm 21, 22

NT4601-1 Max TC Spare Blade for NT4061 21, 22

NT4603-1 Max TC Spare Blade for NT4063 21, 22

NT4605-1 Max TC Spare Blade for NT4065 21, 22

NT5026 ‘Raptor’ Plastic and Multilayer Tube Cutter  26mm 9, 10

NT5035 ‘Raptor’ Plastic and Multilayer Tube Cutter 35mm 9, 10

NT5042 ‘Raptor’ Ratchet Action Plastic & Multilayer Tube Cutter  42mm 9, 10

NT5050 ‘Raptor’ Ratchet Action Plastic & Multilayer Tube Cutter  50mm 9, 10

NT5063 ‘Raptor’ Ratchet Action Plastic & Multilayer Tube Cutter  63mm 9, 10

NT5005-1 Spare Cutting Blade for: NT5026 10, 24

NT5001-1 Spare Cutting Blade for: NT5035 10, 24

NT5002-1 Spare Cutting Blade for: NT5042 10, 24

NT5003-1 Spare Cutting Blade for: NT5050 10, 24

NT5004-1 Spare Cutting Blade for: NT5063 10, 24

NTMWR36 Adjustable Ratchet Action Wrench  0-36mm / 10” Handle 30

NTMW68A Superwide Adjustable Wrench   Length: 8” / Max Jaw Width: 68mm 27

NTVBW305 Variable Bilateral Wrench   Length: 8” / Max Jaw Width: 36mm 35, 36

NTVBW310 Variable Bilateral Wrench   Length: 10” / Max Jaw Width: 46mm 35, 36

NTVBW315 Variable Bilateral Wrench   Length: 12” / Max Jaw Width: 60mm 35, 36

NTSWO6 Superwide Nerrad Adjustable Wrench    6” / Max jaw width: 34mm 25, 26

NTSWO8 Superwide Nerrad Adjustable Wrench    8” / Max jaw width: 39mm 25, 26
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NTSWO6XS Superwide Nerrad Adjustable Wrench Xtra Slim    6” / Max Jaw Width: 34mm 25, 26

NTSWO8XS Superwide Nerrad Adjustable Wrench Xtra Slim    8” / Max Jaw Width: 39mm 25, 26

NTMAW10 Multi-Angle Wrench   10” Handle / 53mm Jaw Width 29

NTVPRG300 ViperGrip Pump Pliers Length: 12” / Max Jaw Width: 75mm 33, 34

NTVPRG240 ViperGrip Pump Pliers Length: 10” / Max Jaw Width: 55mm 33, 34

NTVPRG180 ViperGrip Pump Pliers Length: 7” / Max Jaw Width: 43mm 33, 34

NTVPRG3SET ViperGrip Pump Pliers Set of 3 33, 34

NTBSNWRH Basin Wrench Claw Type ½” and ¾” Jaw Sizes 38

NTSWOMINI Mini Adjustable Wrench  Length: 4” / Max Jaw Width: 18mm 28

NT6010 Self-locking Cast Iron Hawk Wrenches   Jaw Width:34mm / Handle: 10” 31, 32

NT6014 Self-locking Cast Iron Hawk Wrenches   Jaw Width:49mm / Handle: 14” 31, 32

NT6018 Self-locking Cast Iron Hawk Wrenches   Jaw Width:60mm / Handle: 18” 31, 32

NT6110 Self-locking Aluminium Hawk Wrenches   Jaw Width:34mm / Handle: 10” 31, 32

NT6114 Self-locking Aluminium Hawk Wrenches   Jaw Width:49mm / Handle: 14” 31, 32

NT6118 Self-locking Aluminium Hawk Wrenches   Jaw Width:60mm / Handle: 18” 31, 32

NTPW260 Pow-R Wrap Repair System (Bandage Size: 2”x60”) For Pipes: 1-2” 55, 56

NTPW3108 Pow-R Wrap Repair System (Bandage Size: 3”x108”) For Pipes: 2-4” 55, 56

NTPW4180 Pow-R Wrap Repair System (Bandage Size: 4”x180”) For Pipes: 4-6” 55, 56

NTJS28 Jet Swet Tool 28mm 53, 54

NTJS1522 Jet Swet Tools (x2) 22mm + 15mm 53, 54

NTJS15RG Jet Swet Replacement Gaskets  15mm 53, 54

NTJS22RG Jet Swet Replacement Gaskets  22mm 53, 54

NTJS28RG Jet Swet Replacement Gaskets  28mm 53, 54

NTULT1 Utility Knife (Retractable Pro Grade) 59, 60

NTPLVL1 Plumber’s (Torpedo) Level 58

NTIMMW Immersion Wrench 37

NTHS300 Hacksaw 300mm 57

NTUG30 Manometer U-Guage 30mb 61

NTOLV15 Olive Cutters  15mm 18

NTOLV22 Olive Cutters  22mm 18

NTSB1 Burn Mat Protection Surround Barrier PROPANE 10” 44

NTSB2 Burn Mat Protection Surround Barrier PROPANE 12” 44

NTSBMAPP Burn Mat Protection Surround Barrier MAPP 12” 43

NTSBMICRO Burn Mat Protection Surround Barrier PROPANE 6” 44

NTTB1522 Tube Bender 15mm + 22mm 49

NTTB1522B Tube Bender (15mm + 22mm) with Carry Bag 50

NTTBBAG Tube Bender Carry Bag 50

NTTB15G Tube Bender Spare Guide 15mm 49

NTTB22G Tube Bender Spare Guide 22mm 49

NTTBMINI Mini Tube Bender 51

NTTB152228 Pipe Bending Machine 15mm, 22mm & 28mm 47, 48

NTFJ500 FIREJET Nerrad Blow Torch 39, 40, 41

NTFJ500R FIREJET Nerrad Blow Torch for Refillable Primus Cylinders 39, 40, 41

NTDB100 ‘Drain Buddy’ Drain Assembly Tool 100mm (4”) 45, 46

NTDB150 ‘Drain Buddy’ Drain Assembly Tool 150mm (6”) 45, 46

NTDPCCT1 Drain & Soil Pipe Cutter  110mm 19, 20

NTDPCCT2 Drain & Soil Pipe Cutter  160mm 19, 20

NTVSF1 Versa-Funnel 52

NTCSST1 Heat Stop Compound 340g 42



darren chalkly - managing director

Made by plumbers, for 
plumbers.”
Having been a plumber for the past 
25 years, I’m only too familiar with the 
daily challenges faced by us industry 
professionals. One minute you’re lying 
under a bath changing a set of Victorian 
bath mixers, the next you’re having to 
contort your hands trying to replace 
a faulty diverter valve on a boiler that 
probably should have been condemned 
20 years ago.

Darren Chalkly, MD of Nerrad Tools

Darren Chalkly, MD of Nerrad Tools

Out in the field no two tasks are ever the same, however it was this aspect of the job that appealed 
to me. I don’t think many customers realise how diverse we all have to be. Nowadays my white van 
is parked up for good and I’ve moved into the office, but this has not curbed my enthusiasm for the 
industry which is as strong as ever.

Nerrad Tools was born out of a resolve to make the industry a better place to work in. It has been good 
to me and now it’s my mission to try and give something back. Me and my hand-picked team (some 
of whom are industry professionals) set about creating the UK’s premier plumbing tool brand some 5 
years ago and so far it’s been an exciting journey.

There is already a vast array of plumbing tools on the market, but we felt there was room for further 
improvement and innovation. We analysed your feedback and requirements and identified areas that 
could be re-developed. For example, we’ve aimed to build in an ergonomic, ‘easier to use’ functionality, 
requiring much less human force to operate, the result is reduced wear and tear for the product and the 
plumber alike.

Our goal is to provide a comprehensive range of plumbing 
products that are constructed to the highest standards, 
making everyday plumbing tasks easier to carry out, so that 
ultimately you (the engineer) can be more productive.



Darren Chalkly, MD of Nerrad Tools



ABOVE & BELOW: Examples of custom display units

Nerrad Tools produce a range of display units for retailers interested in showcasing our 
tools. The larger size includes a fixed touchscreen which allows for customer access 
to videos of our plumbing tool range in action. Measurement details are available on 
request. 

For more information please contact: info@nerradlimited.com

EXAMPLES OF NERRAD
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EXAMPLES OF NERRAD

RETAIL DISPLAYS

term
s & conditions

DEFINITIONS
The Buyer: the person, firm or company who purchases 
Goods from the Company.
The Company: Nerrad Limited.
Goods: All items or services which the Company is to 
supply to the Buyer.

CONDITIONS
All orders are accepted by the Company subject to and 
in accordance with the following Conditions of Sale. All 
orders accepted by the Company are deemed to be 
under these Conditions and to the absolute exclusion 
of all other terms and conditions (including any which 
the Buyer purports to apply under any purchase order, 
confirmation of order, specification or other document). 
Each order or acceptance of a quotation for Goods by 
the Buyer from the Company shall be deemed to be 
an offer by the Buyer to buy Goods subject to these 
Conditions. The sub-headings of these Conditions are 
for ease of reference only. 

PRICES
Goods are invoiced at prices ruling on date of despatch 
and orders are accepted only on that basis. Prices are 
correct at time of printing. The Company reserves the 
right to change prices without prior notice. Any quotation 
given by the Company shall not be binding until the 
Company dispatches an acknowledgement of order to 
the Buyer.
Any quotation is valid for a period of 30 days only from 
its date, provided that the Company has not previously 
withdrawn it.

DESPATCH OF GOODS AND DELIVERY
(a) UK: Free on orders of £75 net value of Goods when 
despatched to Buyers premises in UK mainland by 
the Company’s normal method of carriage.  Northern 
Ireland, Channel Islands, all UK offshore islands and 
any non-standard delivery addresses (i.e. not Buyer’s 
own normal delivery address), delivered free of carriage 
on orders of £150 net value. When a special method of 
delivery is requested e.g. post, Parceline a.m. service, 
airfreight, Datapost  etc.,then carriage will be charged in 
full regardless of order value.
(b) Export: For details of freight & insurance, minimum 
order value and carriage, ask the Buyer’s usual sales 
contact at the Company.
(c) Any dates specified by the Company for delivery of 
Goods are intended to be an estimate only and time for 
delivery shall not be of the essence.
(d) The Company may deliver the Goods by separate 
instalments and each separate instalment shall 
be invoiced and paid for in accordance with these 
Conditions.

PACKING
Cases and cartons are free and non-returnable.

TERMS OF PAYMENT
(a) UK: All Goods supplied shall be paid for within 30 
days from the date of invoice by the Company.
(b) Export: For details please ask the Buyer’s usual 
sales contact at the Company.
(c) Time for payment shall be of the essence.
(d) No payment shall be deemed to have been received 
until the Company has received cleared funds.
(e) Non-compliance with the Company’s terms of 
payment shall constitute default without reminder. In 
case of default the Company may charge interest at 
the rate of one and a half percent per month from the 
date upon which the payment falls due until payment 
is made. In the event that the Buyer shall fail to fulfil 
the terms of payment in respect of any invoice the 
Company may in its sole discretion demand payment 
of all outstanding balances whether due or not, cancel 
all outstanding orders and/or decline to make further 
deliveries except upon receipt of cash or satisfactory 
security. The Company reserves the right to claim 
interest under the Late Payment of Commercial Debts 
(Interest) Act 1998.
(f) The Buyer shall not be entitled to withhold or set off 
payment of Goods delivered by virtue of any debt claim 
or allegation.
(g) Where any prices quoted are exclusive of VAT, VAT 
shall be payable in addition (where applicable) at the 
prevailing rate.
(h) The Company reserves the right to operate a 
minimum invoice charge.
(i) The Company reserves the right to operate a 
percentage deposit charge.

PASSING OF RISK
The risk in the Goods shall pass to the Buyer when the 
Company delivers the Goods in accordance with the 
terms hereof to the Buyer or other person to whom the 
Company has been authorised by the Buyer to deliver 
the Goods whether expressly or by implication and the 
Company shall not be liable for the safety of the Goods 
thereafter and accordingly the Buyer should insure 
the Goods thereafter against such risks as may be 
commercially prudent.

RESERVATION OF PROPERTY AND RIGHTS OF 
DISPOSAL
(a) Until payment by the Buyer in full of the price for the 
Goods and any other monies payable to the Company:
(i) The Goods shall remain the sole and absolute 
property of the Company as legal and equitable owner.
(ii) The Buyer shall hold the Goods solely as a fiduciary 

for the Company and shall store the Goods separately 
from his own Goods or those of any other person and 
in a manner which makes them readily identifiable as 
the Goods of the Company and shall hold the proceeds 
of sale of the Goods in trust for the Company and shall 
keep them at all times identifiable as the Company’s 
monies and shall not mingle them with other monies or 
pay them into an overdrawn bank account.
(iii) The Buyer shall insure the Goods against all normal
 commercial risk to their full replacement value with an
insurance company of repute.
(iv) The Buyer’s right to possession of the Goods shall 
terminate immediately if the Buyer has a bankruptcy 
order made against it, or makes an arrangement or 
composition with its creditors or othervvise takes the 
benefit of any statutory provision for the time being 
in force for the relief of insolvent debtors or (being a 
company) convenes a meeting of creditors (whether 
formal or informal), or enters into liquidation (whether 
voluntary or compulsory) except a solvent voluntary 
liquidation for the purpose only of reconstruction or 
amalgamation, or has a receiver and/or manager,  
administrator or administrative receiver appointed, 
or a resolution is passed or a petition presented 
for the winding up of the Buyer or for the granting 
of an administration order or any proceedings are 
commenced relating to the insolvency of the Buyer.
(b) The Buyer shall be deemed not to have paid the 
Company for Goods in the possession of the Company 
at any time unless the Buyer can prove that payment 
has been received by the Company.
(c) At any time prior to the payment in full of the price 
and other monies payable to the Company in respect 
of the Goods the Company or its agents may enter 
the premises of the Buyer and take possession of any 
Goods of which the Company is the owner and remove 
and dispose of them as the Company sees fit and the 
Buyer gives the Company an irrevocable licence to 
enter upon its premises for such purpose.
(d) The Company shall be entitled to recover payment 
for the Goods even though ownership has not passed 
from the Company.

GUARANTEE AND WARRANTY
All products are provided with a guarantee against 
faulty materials and/or workmanship. The terms of 
the guarantee varies from product to product and the 
details for any particular product are as provided on 
the Company’s individual product brand websites or 
provided
to the Buyer in writing upon request. Any faulty 
products will be replaced or repaired free of charge at 
the discretion of the Company in accordance with the 
relevant guarantee if found to be faulty, provided they 
are returned immediately to the Company at the Buyer’s 
cost. The reason for return must be clearly stated.

The Company is not liable for the following: Any direct 
consequential loss or damage of anything whatsoever 
(including, without limitation, loss of profits, revenue or 
contracts, pure economic loss or similar
loss) or for any damage to or destruction of any 
property, injury to or death of any person, except 
to the extent that such injury or death is caused by 
the negligence on the part of the Company or its 
employees; costs, damages, charges or expenses 
caused directly or indirectly by any delay in the delivery 
of the Goods (even if caused by the Company’s 
negligence) any Goods which have been repaired or 
altered in any way, any Goods which have been subject 
to accident or damage or which have been maintained, 
stored or used improperly; unsuited, inappropriate and 
faulty application or treatment, normal wear and tear 
due to use.

All samples, drawings, descriptive matter, specifications 
and advertising issued by the Company and any 
descriptions or illustrations contained in the Company’s 
catalogues or brochures are issued for guidance 
purposes only to give an approximate idea of the 
Goods described in them and do not form part of these 
Conditions.

CLAIMS
The buyer is required to notify the company by phone 
and then confirm by letter/email regarding:
(a) NON DELIVERY
To the Company within 3 days of receipt of invoice 
which is sent to the Buyer on the day following dispatch 
of Goods.
(b) SHORTAGES 
To the Company immediately.
(c) PILFERAGE ANO DAMAGE 
To the Company and its carriers within 24 hours of 
receipt of Goods.
Carriers’ sheet to be endorsed with details of open or 
damaged cartons.
It is emphasised that delay by the buyer may cause the 
company’s claim to be rejected by the carriers. In this 
event the company would not accept any responsibility 
for loss.
(d) INVOICE QUERIES
To the Company within 30 days of receipt of invoice.
(e) The Company shall not be liable for any non-delivery 
of Goods (even if caused by the Company’s negligence) 
unless the Buyer has so notified the Company in 
accordance with the above provisions.
(I) Any liability of the Company for non-delivery of the 
Goods shall be limited to replacing the Goods within 

a reasonable time or issuing a credit note against any 
invoice raised for such Goods.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
(a) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) of this 
Condition it is expressly stipulated that in the event 
of any claim on any ground being made by the Buyer 
against the Company in respect of the Goods or any 
matter arising from or in relation to the contract relating 
thereto the liability the Company shall be limited (in 
respect of each claim or series of connected claims) 
to the invoice value of the Goods and under no 
circumstances shall the Company be under any further 
liability to the Buyer whether for loss of profit or for any 
direct or consequential loss howsoever arising.
(b) Notwithstanding any provisions herein contained 
nothing in these Conditions shall operate or be 
construed as operating to exclude or restrict any liability 
of the Company for death or personal injury resulting 
from the negligence of the Company.
(c) Whilst every care is taken in handling Goods by 
the Company’s employees liability is excluded for any 
damage to such Goods by any cause whatsoever.
(d) On electrical devices liability is excluded for any 
unforeseen circumstances brought about by power 
failure or spiking (not notified to the Company before 
installation of the equipment).

RETENTION OF DOCUMENTS
The Company will retain all documents relating to orders 
etc. for a maximum period of 2 years.

RETURNS
Goods supplied correctly to Buyer’s order cannot 
be accepted for return or exchange unless by prior 
agreement in writing and a minimum 15% handling 
charge will be made. Additional charges may be made if 
the products are returned in a non re-saleable condition, 
e.g. if product cards and or packaging are damage. 

SPECIFICATION
Due to the Company’s policy of continuous improvement 
it reserves the right to alter specifications without 
prior notice. The Company also reserves the right 
to substitute items which have been discontinued or 
improved with the replacement model.

PREVIOUS CONDITIONS
If at any time one or more of the above conditions 
becomes in whole or in part invalid, illegal or 
unenforceable in any respect under any law the validity, 
legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions 
thereof and of the other Conditions herein shall not in 
any way be affected or impaired thereby.

STANDARD   QUANTITIES
The column headed ‘box qty’ in the catalogues and 
price lists indicates the number of items contained 
in outer cartons. The Company reserves the right to 
amend the Buyer’s order quantities to the nearest outer 
carton quantity.

FORCE MAJEURE
The Company reserves the right to defer the date of 
delivery or to cancel any order for Goods or to reduce 
the volume of Goods delivered without liability to the 
Buyer if it is prevented from or delayed in the carrying 
on of its business due to circumstances beyond its 
reasonable control, including (without limitation), acts of 
God, governmental actions, war or national emergency, 
acts of terrorism, protests, riot, civil commotion, fire, 
explosion, flood, epidemic, lock  outs, strikes or other 
labour disputes (whether or not relating to
either party’s workforce), or restraints or delays 
affecting carriers inability or delay in obtaining supplies 
of adequate or suitable materials, provided that, if the 
event in question continues for a continuous period in 
excess of 3 months, the Buyer shall be entitled to give 
notice in writing to the Company to cancel the order.

GOVERNING LAW
All contracts shall be governed by English Law. In 
the event of any dispute whether of interpretation or 
otherwise or as the liability either of the Company or the 
Buyer arising out of the sale, use or operation or failure 
to operate the Goods or of any part thereof the same 
shall be determined by English Courts of Law to whose 
jurisdiction the Company and the Buyer hereby submit.

GENERAL
(a) Each right or remedy of the Company under these 
Conditions is without prejudice to any other right 
or remedy of the Company, whether under these 
Conditions or otherwise.
(b) Failure or delay by the Company in enforcing any 
provision of these Conditions shall not be construed as 
a waiver of any of its rights under these Conditions.
(c) Any waiver by the Company of any breach of, or any 
default under, any provision of these Conditions by the 
Buyer shall not be deemed a waiver of any subsequent 
breach or default and in shall no way affect the other 
terms of these Conditions.
(d) It is not intended that the any term of these 
Conditions shall be enforceable by virtue of the 
Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 by anyone 
other than the Buyer and the Company.
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